
Reflectiz Release Notes V4.3.1
Welcome to the Reflectiz product release update. We gather all the recent changes
and updates of the product so you can benefit from our upgrades.

Here are the main things you should know:

Active Monitored Technologies - allow better risk profile with 1st, 3rd and 4th
parties and the total number of scripts!

● 1st Parties - Scripts embedded
directly on the site, servers and
any owned domains you defined
as 1st party.

● 3rd Parties - Technologies which
were installed directly - by the site
itself.

● 4th Parties - Technologies which
were NOT installed directly by the
site. Indirect technologies are
those who were brought to the
site by previously installed
technologies.

The new categorization will help you to understand where your risks are coming
from and how to impact the severity of your alerts. Our system automatically applies
different rules for different parties.

While you click on each of the categories, you can also view the usage trend:



Application notes - we’ve added the option to add a note for any application in your
inventory. Under the widget of all details you can now find tree tabs:

1. Description - App name and its description
2. Scripts - Updated UI for scripts connected to the app, you can also see the

hash, and the total number of pages this script appears in.
3. NEW! Note - Add a

personalized note (up to
280 words) for every
application, for every note
you can see the writer
details and the publish
time.
Notes will be cross-licensed,
meaning that you will see
the same notes on the same
application across whole
websites on the same license.

If you have any more questions or you would like to get more details about our
new feature please contact the Reflectiz support team at
support@reflectiz.com.

We are committed to expanding our capabilities to help you constantly elevate your
digital security standards.

Best regards,
The Reflectiz Team
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